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CAVEAT
The sample documents in AILA’s USMCA Toolbox are just samples. Read each one carefully and adapt it to meet your specific needs. Government agency forms are current as of the date of publication, but forms are frequently revised. Always check the agency website for the latest forms, instructions, filing fees, and filing addresses.
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A. OVERVIEW
A01. Overview of the Temporary Entry Provisions in Chapter 16 of the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement
  by James D. Eiss and Danielle Rizzo, updated by Heather Frayre and Alexandra Crandall
A02. USMCA, Chapter 16
  from the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative
B. BASICS OF TN APPLICATION PROCEDURE FOR CANADIANS

B01. Basics of TN Processing for Canadian Clients
   by Kristal Ozmun

B02. Sample I-129 TN for Canadian Outside United States
   contributed by Kristal Ozmun

B03. Sample I-129 TN Canadian Change of Status
   contributed by Kristal Ozmun

B04. Sample I-129 TN Canadian Extension of Status
   contributed by Kristal Ozmun

B05. Sample I-907 for Premium Processing of Canadian TN I-129
   contributed by Kristal Ozmun

B06. Sample Job Description for Canadian TN Application
   contributed by Kristal Ozmun

B07. OOH Occupation Description: Accountants and Auditors
   from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

B08. OOH Occupation Description: Economists
   from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

B09. Sample Employer Letter for Canadian TN Application
   contributed by Kristal Ozmun

C. BASICS OF TN APPLICATION PROCEDURE FOR MEXICANS

C01. TN Procedures for Mexicans
   by Matthew J. Maiona

C02. Sample Attorney Cover Letter for Mexican TN Application
   contributed by Matthew J. Maiona

C03. Sample I-129 TN for Mexican Outside United States
   contributed by Matthew J. Maiona

C04. Sample I-129 TN Mexican Change of Status
   contributed by Matthew J. Maiona

C05. Sample I-129 TN Mexican Extension of Status
   contributed by Matthew J. Maiona
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C06. Sample I-907 for Premium Processing of Mexican TN I-129
  contributed by Matthew J. Maiona
C07. Sample Cédula
  contributed by Matthew J. Maiona
C08. Sample Titulo
  contributed by Matthew J. Maiona
C09. Sample Résumé/CV for Mexican TN Application
  contributed by Matthew J. Maiona
C10. Sample Experience Letter from Former Employer of Mexican TN Applicant
  contributed by Matthew J. Maiona
C11. Sample Job Description for TN Position for Mexican
  contributed by Matthew J. Maiona

D. PREPARING THE TN CLIENT FOR ENTRY AT THE BORDER
D01. Prepping the TN Client: What to Expect at the Border and How to Interact with CBP Officers
  by Lindsey Medina
D02. CBP TN Eligibility Checklist
  from CBP
D03. Optimized Ports of Entry and Canadian Preclearance Locations
  from CBP

E. TN HEALTHCARE POSITIONS
E01. TN Status for Healthcare and Allied Health Positions
  by Sarah K. Peterson
E02. Sample Employer Letter for TN Psychologist
  contributed by Sarah K. Peterson
E03. Sample RFE Response to USCIS for TN Psychologist
  contributed by Sarah K. Peterson

F. TN FINANCIAL AND BUSINESS POSITIONS
F01. TNs Are More Challenging Than Ever for Those in Financial and Business Positions—Are You an Economist or an Accountant?
by Andrew M. Wilson

F02. Sample Employer Letter for TN Economist [1]
  contributed by Andrew M. Wilson

F03. Sample Employer Letter for TN Economist [2]
  contributed by Andrew M. Wilson

F04. Sample Employer Letter for TN Statistician
  contributed by Andrew M. Wilson

G. TN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY POSITIONS

G01. Science and Technology Occupations in the Business World
  by Daniel P. Joyce

G02. Sample Employer Letter for TN Scientific Technician
  contributed by Daniel P. Joyce

G03. Sample Employer Letter for TN Computer Systems Analyst
  contributed by Daniel P. Joyce

G04. Sample Employer Letter for TN Engineer
  contributed by Daniel P. Joyce

H. TN MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT, MANAGERIAL,
  EXECUTIVE, AND SALES POSITIONS

H01. TN Issues: Managerial, Management Consultant, Executive, Sales Positions
  by Zabrina V. Reich and Devin B. O’Neill

H02. Sample Employer Letter for TN Management Consultant [1]
  contributed by Zabrina V. Reich

H03. Sample Employer Letter for TN Management Consultant [2]
  contributed by Zabrina V. Reich

  contributed by Devin B. O’Neill

H05. Sample Employer Letter for TN Management Consultant [Subcontractor]
  contributed by Devin B. O’Neill

H06. Sample Employer Letter for TN Project Manager
  contributed by Zabrina V. Reich
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H07. Sample Employer Letter for TN Senior-Level Position
    contributed by Zabrina V. Reich

H08. Sample Employer Letter for TN Vice President Position
    contributed by Zabrina V. Reich

H09. Sample Letter in Lieu of Employment Contract for TN
    contributed by Devin B. O’Neill

I. TN SELF-EMPLOYMENT

I01. What Are the Limitations on TN Self-Employment and on Work as an Independent Contractor?
    by Diane Butler

I02. Sample TN Application Letter by Self-Employed Management Consultant
    contributed by Diane Butler

J. RESPONDING TO A TN DENIAL

J01. How to Overcome a TN Denial: Understanding the Soft Skills Required to Seek Redress in the Absence of a Formal Appeals Process
    by Kathleen Campbell-Walker and Danielle M. Rizzo

J02. Template Refusal Letters from Consular Officers
    from the DOS Foreign Affairs Manual

J03. DOS Refusal Worksheet
    contributed by Kathleen Campbell-Walker and Danielle M. Rizzo

J04. FAM on Use of LegalNet
    from the DOS Foreign Affairs Manual

K. WAIVERS TO OVERCOME INADMISSIBILITY

K01. Nonimmigrant Waivers of Inadmissibility for TN Professionals
    by Avi Friedman and Joseph Barnett

K02. e-SAFE Instructions
    from CBP

K03. Sample Completed e-SAFE I-192
    contributed by Avi Friedman and Joseph Barnett
K04. Sample Declaration of Applicant for INA §212(d)(3) Waiver
*contributed by Avi Friedman and Joseph Barnett*

K05. Sample Reference Letter for INA §212(d)(3) Waiver Applicant [1]
*contributed by Avi Friedman and Joseph Barnett*

K06. Sample Reference Letter for INA §212(d)(3) Waiver Applicant [2]
*contributed by Avi Friedman and Joseph Barnett*

**L. EXPEDITED REMOVAL**

L01. An Unexpected Outcome to Your TN Application at the Northern Border: Order of Expedited Removal
*by Nisha V. Fontaine*

L02. Sample Letter from CBP Vacating Order of Expedited Removal
*contributed by Nisha V. Fontaine*

L03. Sample Letter from CBP Vacating in Part and Upholding in Part Order of Expedited Removal
*contributed by Nisha V. Fontaine*

L04. Sample Letter from CBP Amending Basis for Order of Expedited Removal
*contributed by Nisha V. Fontaine*

L05. Sample Memorandum in Support of Request to Vacate Order of Expedited Removal [1]
*contributed by Nisha V. Fontaine*

L06. Sample Memorandum in Support of Request to Vacate Order of Expedited Removal [2]
*contributed by Nisha V. Fontaine*

L07. Sample Memorandum in Support of Request to Vacate Order of Expedited Removal [3]
*contributed by Nisha V. Fontaine*

**M. MAINTAINING TN FOR PERMANENT RESIDENCY**

M01. Is It Possible to Maintain TN Status While Pursuing Permanent Residency? Solving a Mystery That Has Flummoxed Humankind Since 1994
*by Andrew M. Wilson*

**N. L-1 UNDER THE USMCA**

N01. L-1 under the USMCA for Canadians
*by Adeline Simenon*
N02. Sample Employer Support Letter for I-129S Petition for Canadian under Blanket L
 contributed by Adeline Simenon

N03. Sample Employer Support Letter for I-129 Petition for L-1B Canadian
 contributed by Adeline Simenon

O. B-1 UNDER THE USMCA

O01. Entry to the United States as a Business Visitor under the USMCA
 by Nell W. Barker

O02. Sample Employer Support Letter for Canadian B-1: After-Sales Service
 contributed by Nell W. Barker